Sandia researchers win seven R&D 100 Awards

It’s the most awards to Labs since 1997; most are in partnership with companies, other labs

By Neal Singer

Showing great competitiveness, Sandia researchers won seven R&D 100 awards this year. The annual contest is sponsored by the Chicago-based trade magazine R&D Magazine to determine the best applied new technologies.

The seven winning technologies that Sandia either spearheaded or had a hand in are the SnifferStar chemical sensor, MEMS-based adaptive optics phoropter, extreme acoustic telemetry, the low emissions atmospheric metering separator (LEAMS), inert cast-to-shape microvalves for high-pressure fluidics, the extreme ultraviolet lithography full-field stepscan system, and the emitter turn-off (ETO) thyristor.

Most are in partnership with private companies, other labs, or universities.

Three of the awards are for work primarily at the Sandia/California site.

The seven prizes won by Sandia this year are the most the Labs has won since it garnered eight, its most ever, in 1997. Last year Sandia received two. In the four years before that, the Labs never received more than three. The seven this year was second only to Los Alamos National Laboratory, which won eight. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory won six awards.

One hundred winners are selected by the magazine’s editors and technical experts from an international pool of contestants from universities, private corporations, and government labs. The research community’s recent emphasis on technology transfer has boosted the number of joint public-private submissions.

The R&D 100 Awards — sometimes hopefully referred to as “the Nobel Prizes of technology” — were first awarded in 1963 as the I-R 100s, in keeping with the original name of the magazine, Industrial Research. Over the following years, award winners have included such familiar technologies as Polacolor film (1963), the fax machine (1975), the liquid crystal display (1980), the printer (1986), Taxol anticancer drug (1993), lab on a chip (1996), and HDTV (1998).

Over the years, award winners have included such familiar technologies as Polacolor film (1963), the fax machine (1975), the liquid crystal display (1980), the printer (1986), Taxol anticancer drug (1993), lab on a chip (1996), and HDTV (1998).

Photograph: SnifferStar, a Sandia/Lockheed Martin Shared Vision project led by Doug Adkins (1764, above), was named one of seven Sandia R&D 100 Award winners for 2003. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

Sandia microdevice rapidly separates proteins, researchers report in Science

Particles preconcentrated without muss or fuss for homeland defense or lab chromatography

By Neal Singer

A microdevice has been demonstrated at Sandia to easily collect and release proteins in aqueous solution in less than a second. The development was reported last Thursday (July 17) in the journal Science.

The business end of the device looks like the gold-coated spine of a very tiny mouse, with each “vertebrae” line separated from the next by about a third the width of a human hair. The device separates proteins from solution and from each other by electrically heating the tiny metal lines to alter surface properties, say Dale Huber (1122) and Bruce Bunker (1141). Other members of the team are Ron Manginell (1764), Michael Samara (no longer at Sandia), and Byung-II Kim (1141).

“We capture and release on command very quickly and from very definite locations,” says Dale of the research group’s ability to send current to selected heat lines, mimicking electrically the chemical separation methods of industry-standard chromatographs.

The device could fit easily into the hand-held sensors familiarly referred to as labs-on-a-chip and aid in detecting terrorist attacks by near-instantaneously concentrating classes of suspect proteins for immediate analysis.

“Our methods make proteins very obedient,” says Dale. “They hang on or let go as we tell them, and they don’t denature [that is, (Continued on page 4)
What's what

Two wrongs don’t make a right, but they do make a funny story — in spite of the technical incorrectness of it all.

When the Emergency Operations Center was activated recently, a very conscientious Sandian assigned to respond when the ECC calls was called on his office phone by a colleague and asked to come to the ECC to help with a situation. Moments after arriving, still scanning information rapidly to learn the nature of the emergency and wondering why his pager hadn’t alerted him, something beeped. Tentatively he opened it, and lo and behold it was his pager clipped to his belt. But, no pager. He quickly slapped at his shirt pocket and confirmed — to his flustered, embarrassed consternation — the very forbidden presence of his personal cell phone in the ECC sanctum sanctorum.

Busted and cringing inwardly at the thought of the security infraction notice certain to come, he mumbled an apology and excused himself to outside the glass-encased ECC nerve center, fumbling to answer the phone.

It was his wife calling to tell him he had forgotten to clip on his pager before leaving home that morning, and to dutifully let him know that it was beeping and that she thought he’d want to know.

Will the folks east of the Appalachians ever realize that New Mexico’s part of the US? A colleague’s 17-year-old daughter wonders.

She was in the Washington area not long ago, attending the DC/New York City-based Global Young Leaders Conference and had had the usual lively exchanges that youngsters have about life, expectations, home, families, school, hotties, and other stuff. The group included kids from Mexico, Netherlands Antilles, and some European countries, in addition to our New Mexican and a young woman from New Jersey.

During one session, the instructor asked, “Is there anyone here from the United States?” Firing her hand into the air, the perky New Jerseyite chirped, “Only me!”

Last week, some of us in a number of buildings around the 800/802 area had a couple of days of intermittent phone problems. Our very responsive phone service folks quickly discovered that the problem was caused by water seepage into a large cable in a manhole just north of Bldg. 802.

And as soon as they discovered the cause, they e-mailed all of us and told us about it. They said they’d have our service restored as soon as possible. And they invited anyone still having trouble to call ‘em up and let ‘em know.

I don’t know if Tom Hinkebein (6118) got caught up, but he certainly was honest with an e-mail autoreply message last month: “I am currently hopelessly behind in my e-mail. Please call (505) 844-6985 if you would like to talk.”

About the only improvement I can think of would read: “I’m hopelessly behind on e-mail and answering phone calls. Don’t even try to contact me unless you see large amounts of water running out from under my building, das that youngers have about life, expectations, home, families, school, hotties, and other stuff. The group included kids from Mexico, Netherlands Antilles, and some European countries, in addition to our New Mexican and a young woman from New Jersey.”

— Howard Kercheval (844-7842, MS 0165, hckerch@sandia.gov)
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Your thoughts, please . . .

To PowerPoint or not to PowerPoint?

PowerPoint presentations are, it seems, everywhere. In the classroom. In the boardroom. At professional conferences of all sorts.

A Sandian probably is receiving or giving a PowerPoint presentation every second of every workday.

PowerPoint, as a mode of communication, also has entered academia, not just as a tool, but as a subject of study. There is, for instance, Edward Tufte’s essay “The Cognitive Style of PowerPoint.”

A public relations guru during a speech several years ago in Albuquerque called PowerPoint one of the worst things that has happened to communication.

And confirmed — to his flustered, embarrassed consternation — the very presence of his personal cell phone in the ECC sanctum sanctorum.

After coming to Sandia out of graduate school, he became a division supervisor in 1978, manager of the Fusion Department in 1982, and Director of Pulsed Power Sciences in 1984. In the latter position, which he held into the 1990s, he oversaw Sandia’s pulsed power R&D, inertial confinement fusion research, nuclear weapons effects simulations, directed energy weapons R&D, and commercial applications of pulsed power.

In 1992, Pace received DOE’s prestigious E.O. Lawrence Award, “for having outstanding contributions to the generation of pulsed power,” becoming only the fifth Sandian to receive that award. (Gus Simmons, Tom Picraux, Gordon Osbourn, and Tom Cook were the others.)

This past year he was named a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. He is also a Fellow of the American Physical Society and a Senior Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

Pace was on technology transfer leave from Sandia from 1996-1998, as President of the Prosperity Institute, providing Prosperity Games (war games for business-government-university partnerships) to corporations for executive strategy and leadership development. He returned in February 1998 to become Director of the Strategic Sciences Center.

Lab News can now be recycled at Sandia

Contrary to the note on the “RECYCLE WHITE PAPER ONLY” label currently found on the white paper recycling bins and totes around the Labs, it is now possible, even preferable, to recycle the Sandia Lab News with the white paper.

Prior to the May 30, 2003, issue (Vol. 55, No. 11) the Lab News was printed on newsprint, a contaminant to the white paper recycle stream; since that issue, a higher quality paper stock has replaced newsprint. The cautionary labels on all white paper recycle bins and totes distributed in the future will have the example of the Sandia Lab News lined out so as not to waste a few thousand high quality labels.

Please do not confuse Lockheed Martin Today with the Sandia Lab News. The Lockheed Martin newspaper is printed on coated paper that cannot be recycled with the white paper and must be removed from the Solid Waste Transfer Facility. Questions to David Castillo (3124), 284-4192.

Employer death

Jeffrey Wilcoxen of Analog Design Dept. 5735 died June 28 after a heart attack.

He was 48 years old.

Jeff was a Technical Manager and had been at Sandia since 1976.

He is survived by son Eric, daughter Jessica, and his mother, Lois Wilcoxen.
Public health officials, Sandia test Labs-designed antiterrorism planning tool in mock anthrax attack

By Nancy Garcia

Two dozen officials from Alameda County and environs teamed up with Sandia recently to practice responding to a mock anthrax attack using a response and planning tool designed by Sandia. Participants in the exercise included the Alameda County Public Health Department (ACPHD), Contra Costa Health Services, the City of Berkeley Public Health Department, Highland Hospital, Kaiser Oakland Hospital, California Department of Health Services (DHS), Alameda County Office of Emergency Services, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

“The scenario, while vast in scale, was quite realistic,” says Dr. Tony Iton, who participated in the exercise that evaluated the county’s new 300-page bioterrorism plan. Dr. Iton is the health officer at ACPHD. “The exercise re-emphasized that the core components of bioterrorism response are surveillance, disease control, communication, and coordination,” he says. “The Sandia folks have developed an excellent tool to help local public health agencies test-drive their response plans.”

Iton says he was pleased to work with such a large collection of bioterrorism experts. “The benefits of the planning process are in establishing relationships and understanding what our various roles are,” he says.

It was far more helpful than handing out business cards to collaborative agencies, agrees Jim Morrissey, the disaster coordinator with the Emergency Medical Services division of ACPHD.

“It was much better to actually meet the related disaster staff in-person and to work with them side-by-side to provide a more efficient, interagency effort with the hopes of then having this become standard in the real events,” he says. “I feel this was a tremendous opportunity to not only test out the Sandia system with them, but also to try our combined skills and expertise in a particular type of simulated event.”

In a disaster situation, ACPHD coordinates the county-wide medical response, shifting around county staff and resources to stabilize the situation. Sandia and ACPHD got together to test ACPHD’s readiness to respond to a bioterrorism attack after ACPHD learned about Sandia’s decision-analysis computer program.

For this six-hour drill, participants gathered in Sandia’s Visualization Design Center, where information was displayed and updated via maps, charts, and text on three large screens lining the walls. Representatives from Sandia’s Weapons of Mass Destruction-Decision Analysis Center (WMD-DAC) described an increasingly severe, simulated scenario involving a release of a few ounces of highly infectious, weapon-grade anthrax at the Berkeley Marina.

Participants were asked to imagine that it was January, the weather was cloudy, the country had recently gone from “code orange” to “code red,” and there appeared to be a spike in the number of respiratory illnesses in Alameda County. As they made decisions, the outcome of the simulation changed to reflect their choices.

“This is the first exercise I’ve been in that actually feels like the real thing to me because we were forced to make some decisions,” says Dr. Poki Namkung, the Public Health Officer for the City of Berkeley.

Divided into groups of four to six people, participants had about ten minutes to decide how to respond to the change in alert status and discuss it in their groups. Decisions included asking hospitals to be on the alert for unusual symptoms and reschedule elective surgeries, increasing security in Alameda County, and getting an inventory of prophylactic drugs.

Then participants were told the situation had worsened. The “spike” turned into 35 cases of suspected inhalation anthrax. The groups stepped up their response: treating the affected individuals with antibiotics, investigating the cases, conducting press briefings, and communicating with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and state DHS.

During the next 24 hours modeled in the scenario — requiring just a few minutes of computer simulation time — the situation got even worse. The 35 cases were confirmed as anthrax, and 613 more “suspect” cases were reported. In talking again, the groups decided to close all schools in Alameda County and set up clinics to administer prophylactic drugs, while holding more press briefings and issuing news advisories. By the 11th day of the simulated attack, roughly half of the population exposed to the anthrax had died — but those deaths would be reduced significantly if there had been earlier detection and antibiotic distribution, the public health experts concluded.

“It was an excellent opportunity to come together and to participate in an experience like this that we hope will not be real, but may be one day,” says Linda Frank of the Alameda County Communicable Disease Department.

ACPHD was not the only group to benefit from the experience. “I feel like we definitely learned a lot,” says Advanced Technologies Dept. 8101 Manager Howard Hirano, who arranged the visit. “And that’s the point of WMD-DAC — to provide a learning tool for decision-makers who are tasked with protecting us and responding to potentially catastrophic events.”

Initially conceived in early 2001, the WMD-DAC bioterrorism simulation engages all aspects of many decision-makers as they seek to deal with a complex event that unfolds over days, often having to make decisions along the way with incomplete information. Sandia researchers began with the premise that it was only a matter of time until the US suffered a terrorist attack, and it would be wise to prepare for one.

There are several ongoing enhancements to the models. Epidemiological work by Los Alamos National Laboratory and analysis for atmospheric releases created by scientists at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory are being incorporated. A nuclear terror scenario has also been developed. Another feature in the works will allow health officials to track the spread of diseases, such as smallpox, that spread person-to-person. Recent news coverage of the rapid worldwide spread of SARS underscores the importance of this capability.

In addition to the Bay Area models — including Alameda/Contra Costa County as well as San Francisco — another model involving a simulated bioterrorism attack on the 1.9 million residents of New Mexico has been completed. The CDC in Atlanta has also requested a presentation on the model this summer.
they stay healthy) even after 24 hours." The proteins are thus available for more extensive analysis than conventional separation methods ordinarily permit.

The device works by sending minute currents of electricity for microseconds through the gold crosspieces called heat lines to warm a four-nanometer-thick polymer film. The film, called poly(NIPAM), responds to heat by changing from a hydrophilic (water-loving) to a hydrophobic (water-hating) state. The water-hating state makes it easy for the film to adsorb proteins passing over it in an aqueous solution, while the cooler hydrophilic state means the proteins will be outcompeted by water molecules and be released in a natural cleansing action. Furthermore, because smaller proteins adsorb faster, a brief pulse of electric current is all that’s needed to separate them from solution. The solution can then be disposed of, leaving only the small proteins. If large proteins are of interest, the runoff becomes valuable and the smaller proteins can then be disposed of by later letting the heating current die down. The small proteins release and can be disposed of by draining the solution. There is no fouling.

Lengthier application of current shows that because of their larger surface areas, larger proteins tend to displace the smaller, first-arriving proteins and attach to the polymer. Draining the solution then removes the small proteins. Thus the device acts not only as a fast, low-power preconcentrator of proteins, it can be used to change the ratio of large to small proteins as desired for easier analysis in specific applications.

For further microanalysis, Bruce says, "You could envision different streams passing peculiarly across our fluid-carrying channel. We could release across any given channel, then further separate proteins based on charge or size."

A spin-off application that seems possible to the research team would be to use the method to grab antigens in saliva or blood serum that would indicate a disease in progress. "Think of the use for GI Joe in the field," says Bruce. "We’ll insert antibodies specific to particular diseases. Turn on the battery, raise the heat, and trap the antibodies to create a film. Then see if this film interacts with a blood serum or saliva sample. No? Turn off the heat, release the antibody, enter another antibody, and retry."

Another difference between the new method and standard chromatography columns is that the latter use the same separation materials to get the same results every time. The Sandia approach enables researchers to program changes to the characteristics of the "column" by varying the temperature of the heat lines, as well as the length of time they are hot, along the channel through which the protein-carrying liquid passes. This enables researchers to vary the final spacing between protein classes of different size or weight to provide clearer outcomes.

"Also," says Bruce, "we can work with smaller volume and very small quantities of protein."

Currently, the researchers are working at the proof-of-concept phase, and have shown that proteins adhere, release, and displace one another on squares of heated poly(NIPAM) — formally, poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide). One goal of the research is to have a 3-D tube packed with coated microparticles that would increase sensitivity by creating a 1,000-square-meter-per gram surface area to analyze larger volumes of intact material. This could be integrated onto a microchip and heated with a larger resistive heater, or by an infrared laser.

While the device is envisioned to function near the front-end of an analysis unit, a still-prior device would be needed to provide proteins, either by opening cells to make their proteins available for analysis, providing fluids from humans, or by collecting protein from the environment.

"Currently, we’re working with a group at Sandia/California led by Bryan Kirby (8358) to make the technology useful by building it into their integrated platform," Dale says.

Sandia has applied for a patent for the work, which is funded by DOE's Division of Materials Sciences and Engineering, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, and by an LDRD grand challenge for Molecularly Integrated Microsystems.

**Emerging from the Fifth Dimension?** — Well, the fourth, anyway. The series of increasingly bright photomicrographs demonstrate the desorption of fluorescently labeled protein after the heater line was turned off at 0.0, 0.8, and 1.2 seconds.

**Protein**

(Continued from page 1)

For further microanalysis, Bruce says, "You could envision different streams passing peculiarly across our fluid-carrying channel. We could release across any given channel, then further separate proteins based on charge or size."

A spin-off application that seems possible to the research team would be to use the method to grab antigens in saliva or blood serum that would indicate a disease in progress. "Think of the use for GI Joe in the field," says Bruce. "We’ll insert antibodies specific to particular diseases. Turn on the battery, raise the heat, and trap the antibodies to create a film. Then see if this film interacts with a blood serum or saliva sample. No? Turn off the heat, release the antibody, enter another antibody, and retry."

Another difference between the new method and standard chromatography columns is that the latter use the same separation materials to get the same results every time. The Sandia approach enables researchers to program changes to the characteristics of the "column" by varying the temperature of the heat lines, as well as the length of time they are hot, along the channel through which the protein-carrying liquid passes. This enables researchers to vary the final spacing between protein classes of different size or weight to provide clearer outcomes.

"Also," says Bruce, "we can work with smaller volume and very small quantities of protein."

Currently, the researchers are working at the proof-of-concept phase, and have shown that proteins adhere, release, and displace one another on squares of heated poly(NIPAM) — formally, poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide). One goal of the research is to have a 3-D tube packed with coated microparticles that would increase sensitivity by creating a 1,000-square-meter-per gram surface area to analyze larger volumes of intact material. This could be integrated onto a microchip and heated with a larger resistive heater, or by an infrared laser.

While the device is envisioned to function near the front-end of an analysis unit, a still-prior device would be needed to provide proteins, either by opening cells to make their proteins available for analysis, providing fluids from humans, or by collecting protein from the environment.

"Currently, we’re working with a group at Sandia/California led by Bryan Kirby (8358) to make the technology useful by building it into their integrated platform," Dale says.

Sandia has applied for a patent for the work, which is funded by DOE’s Division of Materials Sciences and Engineering, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, and by an LDRD grand challenge for Molecularly Integrated Microsystems.
ing decades, entries that later became household names include Polacolor film (1963), the flashcube (1965), the automated teller machine (1975), the liquid crystal display (1980), the printer (1986), the Kodak Photo CD (1991), the Nicoderm antismoking patch (1992), Taxol anti-cancer drug (1993), lab on a chip (1996), and HDTV (1998).

The sole criterion for winning, according to a description released by the magazine, “is demonstrable technological significance compared with competing products and technologies.” Properties noted by judges include smaller size, faster speed, greater efficiency, and “higher environmental consciousness.”

Electro-optics, high-tech materials, and energy innovation are staples of the R&D 100 Awards, but the magazine has responded to new technologies by creating additional categories. Winners have been chosen in the fields of analytical instruments and processes, electronics, testing and measurement, software, environmental technology, and advanced biomedical devices and systems.

Winners will be presented plaques at a formal banquet in October at Chicago’s Navy Pier.

Brief descriptions of the seven winning Sandia technologies follow:

**SnifferStar**

It’s hard enough to keep track of where you are on a battlefield. Imagine trying to keep track of what you are breathing.

Helping US forces of the future may be an extremely lightweight mobile chemical sensor created by Doug Atkins with George Dulleck, Greg Frye-Mason, Pat Lewis, Richard Kottenstette, Edwin Heller, Ronald Manginell (all Sandians), and Clifford Megerle, formerly a Senior Technical Staff Member at Lockheed Martin.

SnifferStar™ mounts on a drone aircraft for remote surveillance of battlefield situations where suspect plumes or clouds are present. The detector’s primary purpose is to save lives by warning soldiers that chemical weapons are present on a battlefield. Developed under a Shared Vision program with Lockheed Martin, the entire module weighs less than a golf ball, operates on less than 0.5 watts, and uses the wind generated by the motion of the craft to collect samples for analysis. SnifferStar is sensitive to both blister and nerve agents. It ignores common interferents and analyzes chemical warfare agents in 20 seconds.

Says Doug: “Such rapid analysis currently is not possible with any other package near this size.”

The device also has possibilities for use in or near the ventilation systems of buildings, or, with addition of small pumps to force air into the device, on posts surrounding military bases.

—Neal Singer

**Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography Full-field Step-Scan System**

More than 50 Sandians and collaborators from Lawrence Livermore (LLNL) and Lawrence Berkeley national laboratories were honored for this technological advance that will lead to dramatic improvements in the speed and memory of computer systems. They created the only system that can pattern full chip-size areas on silicon wafers with features as small as 50nm. It is the embodiment of a set of groundbreaking technologies that were considered by many to be impossible as recently as a few years ago. Commercialization of this breakthrough will allow advances in microelectronics to continue into the next decade.

In addition to the national laboratory team, the award is also being given jointly to Northrop Grumman Space Technology/Cutting Edge Optoelectronics. The work was done in partnership with an industrial consortium comprising InteI, Motorola, AMD, Infineon, IBM, and Micron. Intel ordered the first production-level instrument based on this technology last year.

—Nancy Garcia

**Congratulations to winners from Labs President Paul Robinson**

I told a group recently that, ever since the physics advances of the 1930s and the Manhattan Project success that grew out of it, governments around the world pay much more attention to leading edge research and development. That need is what led to national labs, and one of our major functions is to participate in leading edge technology creation, in order to be alert to how to apply new developments. This year’s R&D 100 Awards testify to the success we and our sister labs are achieving in that quest. Congratulations to all of the alert Sandians who pushed the frontiers and created important applications.

**Sandia R&D 100 Awards by year**

Here are the number of R&D 100 awards Sandia has won or shared in recent years:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ETO: Mitigating electrical network problems**

Lightning strikes, equipment failures, or other anomalies in electric powered transmission systems can cause brown-outs or even network failures. But a fast-response semiconductor device developed under the direction of Stan Acity (2522) allows a utility to rapidly convert energy stored in a DC device into AC power and minimize the negative effects of such interruptions on electrical devices.

Under the auspices of the DOE Energy Storage Systems Program, Stan led researchers at Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Va., in the development of the advanced semiconductor unit. Called an ETO (emitter turn-off thyristor), the three-terminal semiconductor device is similar to a MOSFET (metal oxide semiconductor/field effect transistor) but capable of switching greater power at high frequencies. The ETO, rated at 4000A and 4500V, can switch power at 1-3 kHz.

“Such components could become a critical part of inverters, motor controllers, and many other power electronics systems that require medium voltage and high-current switches,” says Stan. Another possible use for the device is in the US Navy's All-Electric Ship Initiative. Says Stan, “Once you mention an all-electric ship, you need high-power switching devices like the ETO to manage power flow on a ship.”

The DOE program that supported the ETO development is managed at Sandia by Energy and Transportation Security Center 6200.

The ETO R&D 100 application was a joint entry with Soltirionics (a Blacksburg small business marketing the ETO), Virginia Tech (ETO inventor), Sandia (which supported the development of the ETO from a concept to an actual product suitable for utility energy storage applications), and the American Competitiveness Institute in Philadelphia (which assisted the team with manufacturing engineering and prototype production of the device).

—Neal Singer
R&D 100 winners
(Continued from preceding page)

LEAMS (Low Emissions Atmospheric Metering Separator)

The Low Emissions Atmospheric Metering Separator is a family of atmospheric geothermal separators used in the development of geothermal power. The primary function of the LEAMS is to safely contain and clean the atmospheric vented steam of polluting solids, liquids, and noxious gasses. This system is designed to be environmentally friendly, intrinsically safe, and relatively easy to transport and assemble. LEAMS has a wide operating range and can be used in drilling, well testing, and geothermal power plant start-up.

The LEAMS technology was supported by work done by Allan Sattler (6113), and was developed by Two-Phase Engineering and Research, Inc., Santa Rosa, Calif. Most fabrication was accomplished by Drill Cool Systems, Inc., Bakerfield, Calif. Allan was in charge of Sandia/DOE support of the project. He provided field and instrumentation support for a separator field test at a large geothermal well in California. Allan consulted, collaborated, and was in constant contact with the designer and fabricator, especially during the design and fabrication phases of most LEAMS units. He and his Sandia colleagues also provided much of the documentation for the project.

“I am delighted that the talent, creativity, innovation, and competency of these two firms was formally recognized, and I am honored to be associated with them and the technology developed,” says Allan. “It provides a critical new capability to the entire geothermal industry.”

—Michael Padilla

Acoustic Telemetry Technology

Acoustic telemetry technology, developed at Sandia in cooperation with Extreme Engineering Ltd. of Calgary, Alberta, and with support from DOE, represents the fulfillment of an oil industry quest that goes back to the 1940s. The problem: As oil and gas wells have gone deeper and deeper, the need for better communication between the driller and the drill bit has become more critical. Standing next to a drilling rig, you see a simple well head; beneath your feet, well-casing, production tubing, and other drilling equipment extend miles beneath you, often reaching “out” more than “down.” Steering the bit at the end of this serpentine connection has become more and more difficult.

Existing MWD (measurement while drilling) communication methods, based on mud-pulse techniques, were revolutionary when introduced in the early 1980s. But mud-pulse is slow — much, much slower than the first-generation telephone modems you used at home. Thus, a process that represented a breakthrough a generation ago has become a bottleneck to the precision drilling needs of the 21st century.

Acoustic telemetry technology uses the well-drilling tubing as the data transmission medium and sound waves as the data carrier. Among the advantages compared to existing techniques: a 10-fold improvement in data rates and no blocking of the fluid flow path.

Doug Drumheller (6211), Sandia project lead for the technology, says that although the acoustic telemetry concept has been around for more than 50 years, the industry’s trial-and-error approach to solving the technical problems involved led nowhere.

“We applied some science to the problem,” Doug says. “We approached the problem carefully over a long period of time.”

Doug praises the contribution Extreme Engineering has made to the effort.

“They are licensees of our technology,” he notes. “They’ve jumped into this field with both feet. They’ve contributed to the design of hardware, the intellectual property, and the field-testing of the prototype devices. It’s rare to find a company that steps up to the tasks as well as Extreme.”

—Bill Murphy

MEMS-Based Adaptive Optics Phoropter

Sandians Steve Eisenbies and Steve Haney (both 8731) contributed to the opto-mechanical design and integration of a compact, transportable adaptive optics system that expands upon traditional devices currently used in optometrists’ offices. In addition to determining correction needed for near-sightedness or far-sightedness and astigmatism, it also determines correction needed for high-order aberrations that can interfere with night vision and can provide a preview of correction to a patient. The effects of aberrations can be compared to distortions seen in a pool due to ripples on the surface. Diminished night vision or a perception of “halos” can sometimes result from aberrations introduced during laser eye surgery.

The Adaptive Optics Phoropter is a system that uses MEMS-based deformable mirror technology to correct wavefront aberrations in the eye. It combines technologies from astronomy and micromachining to advance the study and treatment of retinal diseases. Applications for the tool include generation of improved prescriptions for custom contact lenses or laser eye surgery, as well as high-resolution retinal imaging. The award is shared by LLNL, which led the project, Sandia, the University of Rochester, Wavefront Sciences, Boston Micromachines Corp., and Bausch & Lomb.

—Nancy Garcia

Isolated Cast-in-Place Microvalves

Brian Kirby (8358), Tim Shepodd (8722), and David Reichmuth (8358) were honored for creating microvalves that allow fluids to be shuttled as easily in microfluidic chips as they are on a traditional laboratory benchtop.

For the first time, these valves enable micro-scale systems to combine high-voltage and high-pressure analytical or synthetic techniques. Previous micro-scale systems could not effectively control both electrokinetic and high-pressure hydraulic flow. The new valves are commercially applicable to miniaturization of techniques crucial to drug discovery and evaluation in the pharmaceutical industry — in particular, gradient liquid chromatography analysis.

The polymer valves are photopatterned in seconds and moved by pressure to isolate and manipulate fluids in channels. Different analytes can be shuttled from one place to another on a chip where measurements can be made, such as identification of a species or its concentration. The results can then be used to select a path for additional analysis. Miniaturization advantages include greater process speeds using minuscule volumes of reagents, which saves money and minimizes impact to the environment.

—Nancy Garcia

Solar racers dash through Albuquerque

ADMIRING GLANCES — Visitors to the University of New Mexico Pit parking lot last weekend got a look at a number of state-of-the-art solar cars like this one at a stopover in the 2003 American Solar Challenge. The University of Missouri-Rolla solar car, shown here, was in first place during the stopover in competition with some 30 other university solar-power vehicles. Sandia, UNM, and several local groups sponsored the two-day stopover for the race, which began at Chicago’s Museum of Science and Industry July 13 and was scheduled to finish July 23 in Claremont, Calif. The race was following Route 66 as much as possible, with checkpoints along the way. Sandia’s Jeannette Moore (2565) coordinated the Labs’ participation in the program. (Photo by Bill Doty)
Win-win: Sandia student interns gain real-world experience, help the Labs at same time

Summer brings 850 interns to the Labs; 450 stay year-round

By Teresa Montoya

When looking to hire student interns, Sandia seeks those with excellent academic credentials and the ability to contribute to Sandia’s success. The Student Internship Program (SIP) provides students with valuable work experience and hands-on training using state-of-the-art equipment. SIP is known for its diverse program and competitive pay. Between 80 and 90 percent of students are working in the same field they are studying at school. This program gives students an opportunity to work with some of the best scientists in the world.

There are about 850 students during the summer and 450 that stay at Sandia year-round. To qualify for the Student Internship Program, a full-time student must be enrolled at an accredited university or college. Sandia also hires high school students and has a co-op program for students who do research to finish their degree. A co-op student is allowed to go to school and conduct research at Sandia.

William Counts (1834) is a 28-year-old co-op student who loves to play soccer in his spare time. “Soccer will always be my first love — after science, of course,” says William. He has worked at Sandia three semesters. He attends Georgia Tech. With a major in materials science and engineering, the work he does at Sandia directly ties in with what he studies at school. He attends classes and then comes to Sandia to do the research part of his PhD.

“If it is a great program for PhD students,” William says. “You get experience outside of academia, get paid better, and have access to more resources.” He is in charge of writing computer codes that will be used with Sandia’s finite element package. “My code is a crystal plasticity material model that will predict how metals will deform under a given load.”

“The SIP at Sandia helps prepare students for the real working world after college,” says William. “For students coming to the Labs from out-of-state for the first time, it is a great opportunity to explore the Southwest and New Mexico.”

Matthew Burris (l769), 21, is also a co-op student. His hobbies include designing and constructing electronic projects and building computers. Matthew has worked at Sandia for five months. He attends Kettering University. Like William, Matthew is directly working in the field he is studying, electrical engineering. He is completing two major projects: fabricating, testing, and characterizing a new high-power frequency MEMS amplifier unit, and helping make training videos related to the characterization of MEMS devices.

“I believe my work experience at Sandia will prove to be invaluable, both for my education and when I am looking for a job,” says Matthew. He plans on pursuing a masters and a PhD in electrical engineering after graduating from Kettering. He has hopes for a career at Sandia.

Rebecca Coones (5735) first started working at Sandia in 1999. She attends the University of New Mexico (UNM), majoring in mechanical engineering. To the left is Leslie Vonderheide, who also attends UNM. She is majoring in electrical engineering. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

“The SIP at Sandia helps prepare students for the real working world after college. For students coming to the Labs from out-of-state for the first time, it is a great opportunity to explore the Southwest and New Mexico.”

Q: There have been a number of articles about Sandians wearing their badges off base. While I have no argument with the policy, the reasoning behind it seems flawed. The Sandia Daily News reports that employees have been noticed outside the base with badges or lanyards — or both — clearly visible and that could mark you as a target for an adversary. We were also reminded that your badge and lanyard should be removed and kept out of view while you’re off the base.

If being marked as a Sandian makes us an easy target, then why do our vehicles have a fixed external sticker that clearly identifies us as Sandians? Anyone walking around a grocery store parking lot can identify which cars belong to Sandians (or their families) and wait to see who drives the car away. If targeting is the primary reason not to wear your badge, then shouldn’t we all have removable hangtags for base access rather than fixed stickers? If targeting is only one of many reasons not to wear your badge, then please stop using it as a red herring and describe the other reasons for the policy.

A: Recent Operations Security (OPSEC) messages in the Sandia Daily News (SDN) were focused on protecting your badge and your identity concerning your working relationship with Sandia while outside Sandia or KAFB premises. These messages were created during the Heightened Security Measures in an attempt to prevent our employees from being targeted by adversaries for information and to protect our employees from any possible harmful events. — Al West (3100)

Feedback

For more information

For more information about the Student Internship Programs contact Vickie Brown (3554) at 844-1374 or the SIP web site at http://www.im.sandia.gov/HR/Staffing/sip/sip.htm.
La Luz Early Childhood Center and Shádiin Child Development Center are currently enrolling children of Sandia employees. Both centers offer children of Sandia employees high-quality, safe, and secure care. The centers focus on family-oriented environments and a relaxed atmosphere for children and infants. Both centers are 501c3 nonprofit organizations. Larry Cleverger, Director of Benefits and Health Services (3300), says the centers are an excellent choice for employees who are in the process of looking for childcare.

“The two centers provide exceptional service,” Larry says. “These centers share an enduring focus on program quality, and their varied locations provide complementary childcare services intended to meet the diverse needs of our employees and local community.”

La Luz focuses on building relationships with families and children, small class sizes, and lower ratios. The center provides care and education for infants 6 weeks old through children 5 years old in a homelike facility. The center features a rotational staffing system that keeps children with their caregiver/teacher from the age of 6 weeks to 3 years old. Each teaching team moves up with its group to the next room each year in August. When a group of children move to the preschool program, its teaching team moves back to the infant room.

Janet Stewart, La Luz director, says the center is open to all different cultures and traditions, which is reflected in the student body as well as the staff. “We really want to support and welcome all families,” she says. “It’s important that we bring ‘home’ to the center.”

La Luz, which has been in operation since August 2002, is managed by the Albuquerque Country Day School (serving children from preschool through upper school; http://www.acds.us) and reports to the SSTPS (Sandia Science & Technology Park) Inc. Board of Directors. The cost varies from age to age of the child. La Luz has 85 kids enrolled for next month with a full-time equivalency (FTE) of 58. The center can provide care to up to 104 FTEs. It offers flexible part-time in addition to full-time schedules.

Stewart says one challenge of running the center has been to keep up with the rapid growth of the center and to make sure that the staff is ready for change.

Shádiin, Navajo for “sunshine,” focuses on creating a family atmosphere. The center accepts children ages 6 weeks old through pre-kindergarten whose parents are employees of federal agencies and contractors. It has been operating since August 1993.

Both centers offer children of Sandia employees for the upcoming months. Parents will walk in, chat with their child’s teacher, and participate with the children’s activities.

Shádiin currently has 69 children enrolled and an FTE of 57 and is licensed for a maximum of 115. The cost varies based on the child’s age. The center offers discounts for siblings and faculty as well as accepting New Mexico Child Care Assistance.

Something new at Shádiin is “Parent’s Night Out.” Parents have an opportunity to leave their children at the center on a Friday night or Saturday afternoon as an extended care option.

La Luz ECC is located in the Sandia Laboratory Federal Credit Union branch office at 1301 Britt Street S.E. in the Sandia Science & Technology Park. For more information on La Luz, see http://www.laluzeclc.org or call 293-7237.

Shádiin is located at Pennsylvania and M Streets (Bldg. 20401). For more information about Shádiin, see its website at http://www.doelab.gov/

APEX honors Lab News with Grand Award; Sandia communicators win 18 awards for excellence in annual competition

Sandia communicators have won one Grand Award and 18 Awards of Excellence in the 2003 APEX (Awards for Publications Excellence) national competition.

The Sandia Lab News staff won a Grand Award for Magazines & Newspapers. (All staff members list Lab News as a position on page 2.) There was only one other Grand Award winner in this category in the entire competition. The Lab News also received the same Grand Award in 1996 and 1999. In 2002 the Lab News staff won a Grand Award in the campaigns category for its seven issues about Sandia responses to the September 11 attacks. In 2001, Bill Murphy of the Lab News staff won a Grand Award for that year’s annual Labs Accomplishments issue.

The APEX competition is conducted by Communications Concepts Inc., Springfield, Va. The awards honor excellence in editorial content, graphic design, and the ability to achieve overall communications excellence. APEX Grand Awards honor the outstanding works in each main category, APEX Awards of Excellence recognize exceptional entries in each of the subcategories. “With close to 5,000 entries, competition was exceptionally intense,” says John De Lellis, one of the three APEX judges.

Four Sandians each won two APEX awards of excellence.

Iris Aboytes, who began writing occasional feature articles in the Lab News only a couple years ago, won one in the education & training writing category for her “Thunderbird Award Winners Soar Higher Than Ever” (May 3, 2002) and one in the how-to writing category for “In the Midst of a Storm . . . Sandia’s Vacation Donations Plan Can Make a Big Difference” (March 8, 2002).

Bill Murphy won in the one-of-a-kind publications — printed category for the Lab News Labs Accomplishments 2003 Special Issue, February 2003, and in the personality profiles category for “Anne Van Arsdall, Tech Writer and Medievalist, Publishes Book about Medieval Medicine” (Sept. 20, 2002).

Randi Montoya won two awards for his photography. One is for his photo of Doug Adkins and the SniperStar chemical monitor (cover of Labs Accomplishments 2003 special issue, February 2003; a similar version appears on page 1 of this issue) and one is for his photo spread on a retiree’s vineyards and winery (Nov. 29, 2002). This is his second consecutive year Randi has won at least one APEX award.

Will Keener won two awards for publications, one for the “Sensing and Sensors’ issue of Sandia Technology in Practice — printed four color category; and one for “Environmental Report 2001 — Commitment to the Environment” in the special purpose brochures, manuals & reports category.

Here are other Sandia winners of APEX (Continued on next page)
Local children experience ‘Fun in the Sun’ science days

Community Involvement takes science to community centers

By Iris Aboytes

Every picture tells a story. In this instance, the pictures tell stories of children being exposed to science and enjoying it. Sandia’s Community Involvement Dept. 12650 has taken Sandia’s “Fun in the Sun Science Days,” to the community via community centers.

With the popularity of Family Science Nights at local elementary schools, Science Days was born. It is Sandia’s way of keeping youngsters’ minds energized and cultivated during the school-free summer months.

Twelve community centers are participating in this summer’s “Fun in the Sun Science Days.” The information on the eight experiments is now available in Spanish so more children can be exposed to the fun part of science.

“These programs are amazing,” says Mike DeWitte (12650), Deputy Director, Corporate Outreach. “Our team has been able to help youngsters get excited and engaged in the wonders of science.”

“It was awesome, the kids loved it,” says Mario Armen-dariz, Westside Community Center. “You needed to be here to fully understand the impact on the kids. They could hardly wait to get home and show their parents.”

By far the most popular experiment is the invincible balloon. “As a skewer is passed through an inflated balloon and it does not pop, the children are amazed. Balloons are made are of a thin sheet of rubber containing many long intertwined or cross-linked strands of polymer chains. The polymer chains at the nipple end and tie end of the balloon are not stretched as tightly as those at the sides of the balloon, thus allowing the skewer to push the polymer chains apart and enter the balloon without bursting it.”

“The youth participants were skeptical at first of the program, but once the staff started explaining and demonstrating the project, they really got into it,” says Nancy Kline, Bernalillo County Community Center Manager, Vista Grande Community Center. “Most of them asked us to keep their projects in the office for the rest of the day so that they would not be destroyed and actually remembered to take them home that evening with out being reminded.”

“Going out into the community and sharing science experiences with hundreds of youngsters is so gratifying,” says Cheryl Garcia of Community Involvement Dept. 12650. “The look of awe in a child’s face instantly reveals if we have done our job — introduced young and curious minds to the scientific world.”

Regina Gonzales receives Women of Color Emerald Honor

Regina Gonzales, a systems engineer in Product Realization Standards and Processes Dept. 2991, is the recipient of a Women of Color Emerald Honor awarded by Career Communications Group, Inc., publisher of Us Black Engineer & Information Technology magazine, Hispanic Engineer & Information Technology magazine, and Women of Color Conference Magazine.

The award is for most promising technologist/scientist.

The award will be presented during the Third Annual Women of Color Research Sciences and Technology Awards Conference in Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 12-13, 2003. The conference celebrates the often-unheralded contributions of minority women in science and technology.

Regina has a BS, MS, and PhD in electrical and computer engineering with emphasis in requirements engineering. She says she is currently using systems engineering methods for developing the technical process and standards infrastructure for Sandia and the nuclear weapons complex.

Career Communications Group, Inc. (CCG) celebrates diversity and promotes equal opportunity for minorities and women in engineering, science, and information technology. In addition to publishing magazines and sponsoring the Women of Color Research Sciences and Technology Awards Conference, CCG hosts the Black Engineer of the Year Awards Conference and other Women of Color Technology Awards Conferences.

APEX (Continued from preceding page)

Awards of Excellence:

Chris Burroughs. Feature Series Writing, Sandia Biotech Series (series of five articles + sidebars on biotech research at the Labs, Lab News, June 28 through Sept. 6, 2002)


Jenny Gorman. Illustration & Typography, Water Cycle Illustration

Philip Brittenham. Most Improved Brochures, Manuals, and Reports. “Guide to Preparing SAND Reports and Other Communica- tion Products.” Debbie Johnson also contributed.


For more information on the awards see www.writingthatworks.com/apex_win2003.htm.
**MISCELLANEOUS**

SMOOTH TOP ELECTRICAL RANGE, Thermador, 48x30, 5 burners, convection, self clean, gas, 2 burners top, 2 ovens, 60 amp range hood, $275. Vgol, 82-1686.

DINETTE SET, used, white & wicker, great condition. Valleydale, 367-3522.

MATTRESS FRAME, queen-size, 135; small double, 25; full, $25; felt, $12; tile cabinet, $22, Huff. 296-3354.

SOFTWARE EQUIPMENT, 2 high-end, brands new, Retrospect software, java, $295, John. 270-4207.

KNEELING COMPUTER CHAIR, brown fabric, clean, good condition, $150, Sand for charity. 579-7955.

SWITCH, white, 3-way, brand new, $10, quality into, for sale, free. 290-4690.

CRIB, mattress, sheets, blankets, quilt, undamaged, 5x3x4, $25, playpen, $25. Fisher, 293-2646.

DINING TABLE, Ethan Allen, 44 x 66, w/42-in leaves, $459, in excellent condition. $225, asking $225. Archer, 584-8172.

MOVING BOXES, all sizes, gently-used, will deliver, 1/4 of purchase price. Jackson, 653-8392.

LATERAL FILE, $200, executive desk, 80 credits, nice, office furniture, 524-9681.

COMPUTER MONITOR, multimedia, 14-in. Sony, 520-6105, accompanied by a great keyboard, a $50. For a system. L500, 16-8246.

COMPUTER CAKE, Mac DV, 400-108, IBM HD, 192 MB, 9122, 2-D, DVD, $400, complete system, $50. Kepler, 296-0402.

KITCHEN CABINETS, 4 doors, solid wood, butcher block, good shape, $75, 8x5x1, in box. Bower, 290-7082.

HDE HOUSE, $650, 10x12x10, patio, umbrella patio, $55. Schwinn exercise bike, 10-speed, $100. Lazear, 339-9812.

TOWNHOUSE, 3, 4x10, w/beds, 2-entry, $100, 524-1919.

SOFTCOVER, 3, 2x12, hip, very well made, $10, 4x12, 5x6, very nice, $20. Church, 558-2193.

DINING ROOM TABLES, teak, 48x36, $60, very nice, 520-7015.

SOUTHWEST AIRLINE VOUCHER, 1, expires 8-30, $210, for 2. Piedad, 363-1592.

GARAGE SALE, 7/26 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m., children’s items, toys, 8405 Pope Valley Rd. 897-2670.

CRIB, mattress, sheets, blankets, quilt, undamaged, 5x3x4, $25, playpen, $25. Fisher, 293-2646.

MATTRESS, full set, top-line Sealy, like new, 85x75. Bower, 290-7082.

MAPLE TABLE, 6 chairs, 2 leaves, $75; 3 chairs, $50. Sprauer, 293-7987.

BLUE SPACER, 2x5, $10, in original box, great shape. 294-8010.

POTS, $10-$600; signed Frank Lloyd Wright, $400. Barnaby, 255-5624.

AMERICAN FURNITURE, very good condition, $425. Blickley, 293-4694.

DUTY, great condition, $75 ea. 797-2407.

DIGITAL DOLBY, dolby surround sound, 2 speakers, 1 subwoofer, 750, connected, in great condition, 520-1787.

BENJAMIN, 869-9922.

ENGINEER ON EACH END, high back, excellent condition, $884-5176.

884-5176.


BABY GRAND PIANO, Kimball, early 1900, 6' x 3' x 3', 2 yrs. old, excellent condition, $350. Alan, 884-5176.

HYDRAULIC ADJUSTABLE BED, like new, never used. $1450. Campbell, 266-0045.

DECK, double pedestal, sturdy metal, 30 x 60, metal chairs, thick vinyl, padded seats, w/1 leaf in arm. 290-4690.

FIREPLACE INSERT, blower, thermostat, $250. Ulibarri, 842-9197.

TOPSOIL, several cu. yds., clean, you haul. 846-3163.

WINES, 60% & over, will print a letter from the winery w/2000 rating. Baca, 345-6082.

PARKING SPACE, 24x10, $200, in Cat. NW, $122,000. McCollum, 293-8642.

LANDROVER DISCOVERY II SE, dual cab, leather, new tires, 1 owner, excellent condition, $12,000. De la Fe, 898-7589.

95 FORD F250, ext cab, 2WD, Power stroke, white, black interior, $4,500. Allen, 293-0692.

97 VW JETTA GLX VR6, loaded w/all options, highway miles, very good condition, $18,500. Peray, 315-2885.

3-BDR HOME, 2 full baths, Paradise Springs, $120K. Shumaker, 336-2260.

3-BDR TOWNHOUSE, 2FB, gas FP, 3812 Desert, w/stunning mountain views, 62K miles, $17,900. Lobitz, 341-9677.

69K original miles, great shape, NM plate, $8,900. Hughes, 884-5336.

95 FORD BRONCO, 4x4, V8, AT, 2-dr., leather, new tires, 1 owner, great condition, $11,000. Maldonado, 489-0236 or 489-0237.

3-BDR HOME, corner lot, 2-car garage, daylights, landscaping, & more, 7022 Margarita Rd., $181,495. Iafonaro, 831-6501.

3-BDR HOME, 3, hills, Desert, w/summit mountain views, Santa Fe/turquoise style, $499,000. Rogers, 798-0311.

40-mpg, 90K miles, great trouble-free commuter car, $1,700 OBO. Burgess, 296-0605.

3-BDR HOME, 3, hills, Desert, w/summit mountain views, Santa Fe/turquoise style, $499,000. Rogers, 798-0311.

MOUNTAIN HOME, 3, hills, Desert, w/summit mountain views, Santa Fe/turquoise style, $499,000. Rogers, 798-0311.

GOOD CAR, 1.1, 4-cylinder, 2-car garage, upgrades, beautiful, good condition, 5x6, drags 1,200 lbs., $4,000. Martinez, 254-2271.

MOUNTAIN HOME, 3, hills, Desert, w/summit mountain views, Santa Fe/turquoise style, $499,000. Rogers, 798-0311.

95 FORD BRONCO, 4x4, AT, 2-dr., excellent condition, good price, $2,400. Capalka, 293-6517.

02 LEXUS RX300, AWD w/premium plus pkg., fully loaded, 16K miles, $26,000. MacIntyre-Pacheco, 873-0999.

93 JAYCO POP-UP, long-bed camper, 4hrs. camping, $4,000. McCreary, 363-3371.

91 FORD BRONCO, 4x4, long bed, 15K miles, $1,500. Williams, 884-5336.

95 MAZDA 626 LONG-BED, 350 V6, loaded w/all options, highway miles, very good condition, $2,500. Adragna, 293-6787.

97 TOYOTA, short-bed pickup, 206,000 miles, $2,500. Burns, 297-0786.

02 KAWASAKI NINJA, ZX-9R, Yoshimura exhaust, perfect condition, asking $25,000. Hughes, 884-5336.

02 LANDROVER DISCOVERY II SE, dual cab, leather, new tires, 1 owner, excellent condition, $11,000. Maldonado, 489-0236 or 489-0237.

02 KAWASAKI NINJA, ZX-9R, Yoshimura exhaust, perfect condition, asking $25,000. Hughes, 884-5336.

WANTED

GUINEA PIG CAGE. Heintzleman, 362-0890.

HAShtable, 2x4, 2x2, $35. I_ABS, 362-0890.

DEALER, 2x2, 2x2, $35. I_ABS, 362-0890.

DEALER, 2x2, 2x2, $35. I_ABS, 362-0890.

DEALER, 2x2, 2x2, $35. I_ABS, 362-0890.

DEALER, 2x2, 2x2, $35. I_ABS, 362-0890.
Telephone Pioneer Museum has Sandia connection

It may be one of New Mexico’s biggest non-military secrets. But it’s sure worth checking out. Especially for Sandians who remember the Labs’ historic 44-year link to the original big telephone company, AT&T.

The Telephone Pioneer Museum of New Mexico at 110 4th Street NW on the walking mall north of Central Avenue in Albuquerque is six years old. It has a wide variety of interesting educational displays augmented by audio explanations describing telephone and communication gear and artifacts from New Mexico and is housed in the original and restored 1906 brick AT&T central office building.

The museum is the brainchild of board chairman Gigi Galassini and is completely constructed and staffed by volunteers — who are always needed to carry on expansion and maintenance of the facility. Exhibits range from the plug-type switchboard from Columbus, N.M., where the call went out that the Mexican rebel Pancho Villa was raiding the United States, to working teletype machines that spread breaking news around the world for many years.

Volunteer Jesse Allen (5332) refurbishes and maintains demonstration teletypes located on the main floor of the museum. He was an engineer with Bell South before coming to Sandia in 1960. Visitors who tour the museum are reminded of another long and proud connection with Sandia: AT&T at the request of then President Truman was the administrator and technical advisor for Sandia for four-plus decades starting in 1949. AT&T hardware is displayed on all four floors of the museum, and many of its histori
cal documents are held in the museum library. The volunteer librarian is retired Sandian Gay Dybwad, who transferred to the Labs from AT&T Bell Labs in 1990. Sandia, through its archivist Myra O’Canna (9612), this year donated AT&T/Sandia memorabilia to the museum to commemorate the 44-year interaction of the two institutions.

Sandians are urged to visit this hidden treasure of New Mexico history. Hours are from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. or by appointment, Monday through Friday, (505) 842-2937.

—— Gay Dybwad (Ret.)

Vanpooling 25 years: Sandian protects environment and puts $5 in his pocket

By Iris Aboytes

Avoiding the stress of driving and saving $70,000 over 25 years sound like promises made by a telemarketer. For Paul Romero, an environmental technologist in ES&H Customer Support Teams Dept. 3127, those are the reasons why he has been in a vanpool all these years. His family has appreciated that when dad gets home he needs no down time.

Paul lives in Belen, a 50- to 55-minute drive to Sandia. Using IRS’ allowance figures of 36.5 cents per mile, Paul calculates he has saved about $70,000 in gas, insurance, and wear-and-tear on his private vehicle. His 300,000 miles of shared driving have also prevented the emission of about 208,000 pounds of carbon dioxide, among other air pollutants.

“I have to come to work anyway,” says owner/driver Jose Marquez (12681). “There is a disabled lady that I pick up. She works at New Mexico Regional Federal Medical Center (Kitland Area Hospital). It would be a lot harder for her to get to work if I did not have the vanpool and besides, like I said, I have to come to work anyway.”

“Leaving the house at 5:50 a.m. to be at work at 7 a.m. might not appeal to everyone,” says Paul. He and his fellow riders take advantage of the time by reading or by taking a nap. “Naps are more prominent in the afternoon since you get up so early,” says Paul.

Annette Chavez (9615) says she takes the vanpool because it is convenient. “I have been in the vanpool for 12 years and I enjoy it,” says Annette. “It takes a little longer getting home, but I relax, avoid stress, and save on the wear-and-tear of my personal vehicle.”

The vanpool is available not just to Sandians but also to employees who work at Kitland and areas of close proximity, like Costco. “If you do not want to ride the vanpool every day, you can ride it just two or three times a week. There are options,” says Paul. “Try it, you might enjoy it.”

For Sandia-specific information about commuting alternatives call 844-RIDE (844-7435).

———

Feedback

Q: Why do we allow people to be rude via e-mail? Why is it acceptable to ignore someone’s e-mail when it is obvious the e-mail is directed at the individual it was addressed to and implies a response is needed? Why is this rude behavior acceptable and, more importantly, tolerated instead of being punished?

A: Common courtesy among individuals in the workforce makes sense in every way. The workplace is more pleasant, productivity is higher, job satisfaction improves. In the specific instance cited here, it would be inappropriate for the e-mail team or Sandia management to intervene in what is essentially a dialog, or lack of it, between two people. Perhaps the recipient was incredibly busy, or ill, or swamped by e-mail and phone messages, or otherwise distracted, or perhaps the recipient was purposely ignoring the request for a response. The fact that a person can intentionally ignore a request does not imply that the behavior is acceptable. In this case the practical way to express that “rude” behavior is not acceptable is for the sender to express that thought explicitly to the recipient.

——— Frank Mason (9120)

Q: I work in Bldg. 6558 in Area 3/S. I’ve become accustomed to the occasional sled-track test nearby, but due to recent international events, I am jumpy when my building rocks from an explosion. The number of people in the hallway after a loud “boom” nearby indicates I’m not the only nervous one. Without sacrificing security, is there some way to give us folks out here in the sticks a little notice of upcoming tests? Is there a standard day or time we can routinely expect tests? It would be reassuring to know these are planned events and not accidents.

A: It is important to note that testing in remote areas, such as the Sled Track, is conducted not only by Sandia, but the DoD as well, and such testing is expected to increase. So, “booming” noises will likely remain a part of our work environment. The good news, however, is that Sandia will soon have a system in place within remote buildings to notify occupants of an actual emergency. Despite our inability to issue advanced notices to building occupants before testing, our Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is aware of all planned testing events. If you’re concerned by a loud noise or wish to report suspicious activity, please call the EOC at the non-emergency line, 844-0311, and the EOC will deploy the appropriate response. Of course, in the event of an actual emergency, call 911 (cell phone 844-0911). For additional information about emergency preparedness, call Sandia Emergency Management at 844-6615 to obtain a copy of the Emergency Preparedness Pocket Guide with important phone numbers, procedures, and other key information.

——— Jaime Moya (9130)